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Breaking Down the Barriers to FX Best Execution
Let’s Start with a Golf Story
In 1957, a visionary named Robert Dedman started a company called ClubCorp. Dedman had a radical idea. He loved golf and
he believed in the concept of a membership based community that was inclusive, not exclusive. Mr. Dedman lived in Dallas,
Texas and was a lawyer for the legendary H.L. Hunt. Dallas was a wealthy oil town and private golf membership was a privilege
accessible to a small segment of the population. The exclusive Dallas golf clubs of that time had small memberships and were
expensive to join. Dedman’s vision was to build clubs with multiple golf courses that could support a larger membership, allowing
him to charge lower annual dues and attract a broader, diverse group of members. In essence, he was breaking up the old boys’ club
for the greater good.
To make his vision succeed, a vision that would challenge the status quo of established Dallas society, Dedman needed the buy-in of
the Dallas establishment. Robert Dedman was not only brilliant but he was a charismatic salesman with a compelling proposition.
Dedman needed to convince the establishment that his inclusive membership concept was not only right for conservative Dallas but
it was the right thing to do as a moral matter. But that would only happen if members of the existing, elite clubs also joined his new
golf club. Their support would send a loud message. In 1959, Robert Dedman opened Brookhaven Golf Club. Just about every
prominent city leader and Dallas businessman joined Brookhaven because Mr. Dedman convinced them that it was the right thing
for them to do. They could still play golf at their exclusive clubs, but their commitment to Brookhaven was critical to presenting
Dallas as a more inclusive society. Brookhaven would be the common ground where a broader cross section of the community
could meet, sharing a common joy of golf and the benefits of social interaction. Dedman took this concept and built the largest and
most successful membership based golf and business club company ever conceived.
Robert Dedman was a disruptive force in a community where the status quo was accepted and honored. He introduced a common
sense approach to break through the social inertia that represented a barrier to change. In doing so, Dedman created a better
community outcome that everyone could support through their own participation.

So What’s Golf Have to do with Cürex and FX Best Execution?
The story of ClubCorp is important on many levels and its history presents some parallels to the inertia in the FX marketplace when
it comes to best execution. In general, the buy sides’ approach to FX execution has changed very little over time. Many buy side
participants are comfortable and do not think that their processes need to change - “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” Many believe
that their modus operandi for FX execution is reasonable, straightforward and adequate. And to some degree, they are correct.
Unfortunately old habits constrain progress and tend to stifle positive change.
The FX marketplace has been a little like those old Dallas golf clubs. The longstanding relationship between the providers and
takers of liquidity has not changed much over time. Six years ago Cürex had a vision, like Robert Dedman, to challenge the status
quo. Like him, we were entrepreneurs but believed that the buy side could execute their FX needs more transparently and fairly, ►
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and doing so would actually save them money in the long term. Cürex built a modern, advanced exchange-like ECN with complete
transparency and no last look, streaming and executable liquidity. The trading platform we created treats all participants the
same - a democratic environment that supports best execution.
To succeed for the broader group of buy side market participants, Cürex must get the established FX community to endorse our
solution just like Dedman convinced those critical constituents in Dallas who understood the positive change that Brookhaven
represented. With that support, Cürex can deliver the benefits that we have created for every buy side institution. Our good news
is that market participants already support Cürex, including the largest bank liquidity providers as well as important asset managers
and corporations. These foundational supporters recognize the value of Cürex and our FTSE/Cürex FX Benchmarks, and they have
included us in their FX execution universe as one of their trading alternatives.
Robert Dedman was a progressive disrupter who changed the golf industry. Cürex is a similar change agent in the FX industry.
Cürex’s common sense approach to best execution outcomes gives every buy side institution the opportunity to participate
as a change agent in an industry where barriers must be broken down. Being a change leader has real value and delivers real
benefits. The members of the Dallas establishment who joined Brookhaven did not do so because they were forced to by Robert
Dedman. They did so because they recognized all the benefits of making that decision proactively and standing as a leader for
change. The buy side should embrace FX best execution alternatives today for all the benefits they will receive by doing so.
Those benefits include the ability to comply with global standards like MiFID II and the FX Global Code to be issued in May, as
well as the reputational benefits they will earn from their customers for doing the right thing.
Every buy side institution should proactively pursue best execution alternatives. An easy way to do that is to embrace Cürex’s
solutions and trade some portion of their FX needs on the Cürex platform. Using Cürex’s execution and benchmarking solutions
is simply the right thing to do – we invite you to join us and be a proponent for positive change.

“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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